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Definition:

 We can define E-CRM as activities to

manage customer relationships by using the

internet , web browsers or other electronic

touch points.

It offers communication and information

on the right topic , in the right amount and

at the right time that fits the customers’

specific needs.



Goals of E-CRM:

 Know your customers

 Customer Service

 More efficient marketing

 Build customer loyalty

 Reduce customer service cost

 To enable and empower mass communication

 Provide right information to the right prospective customer



Features of E-CRM

Integrated real time information

Prioritization and Personalization

Buying groups and organizations

Activity Management

Customer Communication

Customer service and self service

New customer acquisition and prospecting

Attributes



Advantages of E-CRM:

Less expensive

Good coverage

Supports right technologies

Extended customer relationships

Competitive services delivering 

high value

Improved product and service 

delivery process

Better customer knowledge

Smooth, efficient customer service

Identifying and addressing 

customer satisfaction problems

Identifying consumer needs 

through data mining processes

Improves relationship with business 

partners

Improves standard business 

practices

Provides opportunities for cross 

selling and up- selling , which increase 

revenue



Limitations of E-CRM:

 There is no system of recognition between the users and the business 

enterprises.

 Sometimes mismatch occurs between the enterprise and vendors’ 

CRM software.

 Poor understanding of the company’s business.

 Implementation of E-CRM has a very high rate of failure due to higher 

level management sponsorship.

 The possibility of rejection by end users is very high.

 Difficulty in measuring and valuing intangible benefits.

 Failure to identify and focus on  specific business problems.

 Poor users acceptance of E-CRM.





Functional Components of E-CRM:

 CRM Software: E-CRM system is module based CRM application software.

 Business Process: E-CRM is designed to enhance management control and 
operational control in the chain of customer relationship management.

 Users of E-CRM: Primary users are customers and partners.

 Hardware and operating system: Most of the CRM systems are UNIX based 
as it is built in TCP/IP.

 People management: It implies the effective use of people in right place, at the 
right time, for the right purpose for providing right services.

 Lead Management: It involves managing market campaigns, making mailing lists 
etc. in customised form.

 Sales force automation: It implies a software solution relating to sales 
forecasting, and tracking relevant data for estimation of revenue possibilities.

 Work flow automation: It includes reducing costs and streamlining processes.

 Customer service: It ensures suitable solutions to every customer and enhance 
customer retention and loyalty.

 Marketing: Marketing is an important component of E-CRM.

 Analytics: It enable the study of data which is needed to make an estimate of 
business condition at any given point of time.



Functional Components of E-CRM:



Three Phases of E-CRM

 1. Data Collection
( information  regarding customers)

 2. Data Aggregation
(collected data filtered and analyzed)

 3. Customer Interaction
(provide proper feedback to customers)

Different Levels of E-CRM

 Customer Centered services
(Product details, order tracking, customization, 

security)

 Foundational Services

(websites responsiveness,  effectiveness, order 

fulfillment)

 Value Added Services

(online education & training and online auction)



Differences Between CRM and E-CRM


